The extract from the Report to the Local Government Board, with which the last article concluded, has at least one recommendation, viz., that it is not nearly so enthusiastic in favour of sewage irriga- [NOV. [NOV.
of oxidization, is forced out, and, as the water sinks down, fresh air will pass into the earth ready to unite with organic matter, and in its turn be expelled by a fresh dressing of sewage; the energy of the earth as an oxidizer being thus renewed every time the sewage is re-applied and sinks down followed by the pure air. The kind of soil best suited for this process has been already mentioned; it must be completely and deeply drained, the under drains being not less than six feet below the surface. people to an acre safely and permanently. The plan for this process which they adopt is to take three acres to begin with; they divide it into three, and they irrigate one acre for one year and leave the other two acres at rest. Next year they turn the sewage upon the second acre, leaving the acre which has been under sewage for the former year two years to purify itself again. Now that calculation means, that before the year was out for some time, and for some time after the year was out, the land has been charged very heavily with sewage, and therefore cannot have been in a proper state for purifying sewage. Then they divide the acre which is in use into three parts also, and they pour the sewage for eight hours upon one part, eight hours on another, and for the remaining eight hours upon the remaining third; therefore, if there are 1000 people to the acre, there is going on a portion of the land for a year the sewage of 3000 people; that is, 1000 people upon one-third of an acre, which is equal to 3000 per acre. The theory is, and it is a very good theory, that the sewage should be allowed to go through land well drained and well aerated, and, coming in contact with the air, it is oxydized and purified; but if it is allowed to be upon the land for any length of time, it gets clogged, and the sewage is not purified, and therefore they apply it intermittently, and they allow it time for the air to pass through it. It is a very useful plan, as are all other modes of dealing with sewage under certain conditions; but it is very apt to be taken up, as most of these theories are, and applied too extensively, which must only end in great disaster. (To be continued.)
